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Abstract 
Let G be a planar graph with n vertices, v be a specified vertex of G, and P be a set of n 
points in the Euclidian plane ~2 in general position. A straight-line mbeddin9 of G onto P 
is an embedding of G onto R 2 whose images of vertices are distinct points in P and whose 
images of edges are (straight) line segments. In this paper, we classify into five classes those 
pairs of G and v such that for any P and any p E P, G has a straight-line embedding onto P 
which maps v to p. We then show that all graphs in three of the classes indeed have such an 
embedding. This result gives a solution to a generalized version of the rooted-tree mbedding 
problem raised by M. Perles. 
1. Introduction 
A well-known theorem of Ffiry [2] states that any (simple) planar graph can be 
embedded in the plane with straight edges. In this paper, we consider the case where the 
positions of vertices are restricted to a given set of points having the same cardinality 
as the order of  the graph. To describe the problem more explicitly, we introduce the 
following notation. Throughout his paper, we let G = (V(G) ,E (G) )  denote a graph of 
order n, and let P denote a set of n points in the Euclidian plane ~2 in general position, 
i.e., no three points in P are collinear. A bijection q5 : V(G) ~ P is said to be a 
straight-line embeddin9 of  G onto P if for any two distinct edges uv, ulv ' E V( G), the 
open line segments c~(u)(o(v) and ck(ul)c~(v ') have no point in common. (Note that ~b 
induces an embedding of G onto R e such that the images of edges are non-crossing 
line segments.) 
We start with a simple question: what kind of graphs have a straight-line mbed- 
ding onto P? The answer is given by the following theorem, which can be found in 
De Fraysseix et al. [1] 
Theorem A. A 9raph G has a straioht-line embeddin9 onto an arbitarily given P if[ 
G is outerplanar. 
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(We cannot find the proof in [1], but Lemma 1 in Section 3 implies this theorem 
anyway.) 
We henceforth assume G has a specified vertex v, and consider the following 
property. 
Property (*). For any P in general position and any P0 E P, there exists a straight-line 
embedding ~b of G onto P such that ~b(v) = p0. This property was first considered by 
M. Perles. In particular, he made a conjecture that trees have this property, and this 
conjecture was settled affirmatively by Ikebe, Tamura and the author in the following 
theorem [4]: 
Theorem B. Let G be a tree and let v be a vertex of  G. Then G and v satisfy 
Property (.). 
However, besides trees, there exist graphs satisfying (*). In this paper, we extend 
this theorem to a certain class of outerplanar graphs including trees (Theorem 2). As 
a result, we got a simpler proof by means of a new type of property for finite points 
in the plane (Lemma 3 in Section 3). 
We first classify the graphs (with a specified vertex) having property ( . )  as follows. 
Theorem 1. Suppose a graph G with a specified vertex v has Property (*). Then G 
is outerplanar and satisfies one of  the following conditions (C1)-(C5): 
(C1) each component of G - v has order less than or equal to (n + 1)/2; 
(C2) there exist distinct u,w c V(G) - {v} and n partition V(G) - {u,v,w} -- 
Vl U V2 U V3 (Vl N V2 : V2 fq V3 = I/3 f3 VI = 0) such that 
n -2  
T and N(V I ) -  Vl C{v,u}, 
n -3  
IV2[~< T and N(V2)-  Vzc{u,w},  
n-2  
IV3[~< T and N(V3)-  V3C{w,v}; 
(C3) deg6(v) = 1 and, if  we let x be the vertex of  G adjacent to v, there exist 
distinct u,w E V(G) -{v ,x}  anda partition V(G) -{u ,v ,w,x}  = V1UVzUV3 such that 
n -3  
IV~l< T and N(V1)- Z,C{u,x}, 
n-3  IVzl~<-5-- and N(V2) -  VzC{u,w}, 
n-3  
Iv31~<T and N(V3)- V3 c{w,x}; 
(C4) degc(v ) = 2 and, if  we let x, y be the vertices of  G adjacent o v, there exist 
distinct u,w E V(G) - {v,x,y} and a partion V(G) - {u,v,w,x,y} = V1 U V2 U V3 
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such that 
uy, wx f~ E( G), 
n -3  
I Vii <- -~ and 
n-3  
IV2I<~---~- and 
n -3  
IV3l ~<-~-  and 
N(V l ) -  Vl C{u,x}, 
N(V2) - V2 C{u,w}, 
N(V3)- I"3 C{w,y}; or 
(C5) deg6(v) = 2 and, if we let x,y be the vertices of G adjacent o v, there exist a 
vertex u E V(G) -  {v,x, y} and a partion V(G) -  {u, v,x, y} -: V1U VzU I"3 U V4 such that 
n-3  
[ V11 <~ ----~ and 
n-3  
[ Vzl ~< --~--- and 
n-3  
Iv3 u Val <~---~ 
N(V1)- VI C{u,x}, 
N(V2) - V2 C{u,y}, 
and N(V3)- V3c{x}, N(V4)- V4C{y}. 
For simplicity, we make the following definition: 
Definition 1. An outerplanar graph with a specified vertex v is said to be of Type(Ci) 
if it satisfies the condition (Ci) (i = 1,2,3,4,5) in Theorem 1. 
Note that any tree (or, more generally, any graph without cycles of length more 
than three) with any specified vertex v is of Type(Cl ) or Type(C2), so the following 
theorem is a generalization of Theorem B. 
Theorem 2. All graphs of Type(C1), Type(C2) and Type(C4) have Property (,). 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let n,G,v be as in Section 1, and suppose that G and v satisfy (.). We may assume 
that G is connected. By Theorem A, G is outerplanar. In this section, we consider the 
following (fixed) arrangement of P: 
1. draw a regular (n - 1)-gon Q on the plane, 
2. place P0 E P at the center of Q, 
3. place the other (n - 1 ) points of P at the vertices of Q, one to each, and 
4. if n is odd, move P0 slightly from the center of Q so that P is in general position. 
Let pl, P2 .. . . .  pn-i be the points of P -P0  (i.e., the vertices of Q) in clockwise order. 
By assumption, G has a straight-line mbedding ~b onto P such that q~(v)= p0. 
Case 1. Po is on the infinite face of cp(G). In this ease, we can draw a halfqine l
having P0 as its starting point so that l intersects no edge of q~(G). By relabeling the 
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points of P - {P0} (if necessary), we may assume that l passes between Pn-t and 
Pl. Let Cl, C2,... ,  Ck be the components of G - v. By a suitable choice of 1, we may 
assume p~ belongs to ~b(CI ) and C1 has the largest order among C1, C2 . . . . .  Ck. Now 
if ICil<~(n + 1)/2, G satisfies (C1); so we may assume ICll > (n + 1)/2. Let l' be a 
half-line having P0 as its starting point and passing between ply] and Pl~]+l. Let s,t 
be integers with 1 ~<s~< L~] < t<~n - 1 such that PsPt (Ps, Pt E P -  {P0}) is the edge 
of ~b(G) which has the nearest intersection point with l' from P0. Then s, n - t ~< ~. 
Since Pspt intersects /', we also have t - s<~(n-  1)/2. Furthermore, no edge of ~b(G) 
intersects any of the line segments PoPs, poPt, pspt. Since no edge of q~(G) intersects 
l, this means that if we let u = (a-l(ps),W = ~b-I(pt) and 
Vl := {~b-J (p l ) ,~b- l (p:)  . . . . .  ~b-l(ps-t)},  
V2 := {~b-l(p.~+l),~b-l(ps+2) . . . . .  ~b- I (pt- l )},  
V 3 := {q~-l(pt+l ), ~- l (p t+2)  . . . . .  ~b-l(p,_,  )}, 
then u,w and Vj, Vz, V3 satisfy the conditions in (C2), i.e., G satisfies (C2). 
Case 2. Po is not on the infinite face of  c~(G). Since G is outerplanar, G cannot 
contain a subdivision of / (4 as a subgraph. Therefore, degc(v ) = 1 or 2. 
Subcase 2.1. degc(v ) = 1. Let x be the vertex of G adjacent to v. We may as- 
sume PI = q~(x). Define Ps and pt in the same way as in Case 1. Now if we let 
u = c~-l(ps),w = q~-l(pt) and 
Vl := {~b-l(p2),~b-I(p3) . . . . .  ~- l (ps - r )} ,  
V2 := {~b-J(ps+l ), ~b-l(Ps+2) . . . . .  q~-I(pt- i  )}, 
V3 := {ck- l (pt+l) ,c~- l (pt+z), . . . ,c~- l (p, - j )},  
then u,w and VI, V2,/:3 satisfy the conditions in (C3), i.e., G satisfies (C3). 
Subcase 2.2. degG(v ) = 2. Let x ,y  be the vertices of G adjacent to v. Since G 
cannot contain a subdivision of Kz,3 as a subgraph, P0 is on the infinite face of 
c~(G)-~(x)c~(y). Thus we can draw a half-line 1 having P0 as its starting point so that 
l intersects no edge of ~b(G) except c~(x)q~(y). We may assume that l passes between 
p , - i  and pl,  and ~b(y), p ,_ j ,  Pl, 4~(x) occur clockwise in this order (it is possible that 
~b(y) = p , - i  or ~b(x) = pl) .  Define ps and Pt in the same way as in Case 1. If 
q~-l(ps) Cx and ~b- l (pt )~ y, then by letting u = (9-1(ps),w = t~-l(pt) and 
Vl :~--- {~b- l (p , ) ,~- l (p2)  . . . . .  ~b- ' (ps- , )}  - {x}, 
V2 := {~- l (ps+l  ), ~b-l(ps+2 ), . . . ,  ~b- l (p, - i  )}, 
V3 := {c~-l(pt+l),q~-l(pt+z) . . . . .  ~b- l (p , - l )}  - {y}, 
we see that G satisfies (C4). Thus we may assume, by symmetry, that ~b-I(ps) = x. 
Write y = c~-l(pt,). Then t' ¢ t. By letting u = q~-I(pt) and 
/:1 := {~b-l(p~+l),~b-~(ps+2),.. . ,~b-~(p,_l)}, 
V~ := {49-1(pt+~),(a-~(pt+2) . . . . .  ~b-l(pt,_l)}, 
Vs := {~b-~(pl),qb-~(p2) . . . . .  ~b-~(ps-l)}, 
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114 := {@-l(pt,+l ), ~b-I(pt'+2) . . . . .  qb-I(p,-1 )}, 
we now see that G satisfies (C5). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. [] 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section we use l__pqr to denote the angle with 0 < /pqr  < 2n measured 
clockwise about q from pq to rq and, for A C P, let conv(A) denote the convex hull 
of A. First we introduce two lemmas. The first one was proved by Gritzman et al. [3]. 
Lemma 1. Suppose G is outerplanar and embedded into ~2 so that all vertices of  G 
are on the infinite face. Let vl, v2 be consecutive vertices on the infinite face of  (the 
above-mentioned mbedding o f )  G, and pl, p2 be points of  P which are consecutive 
on the boundary of  conv(P). Then G has a straight-line embedding c~ onto P such 
that dp(vl) = Pl and ¢(v2) = p2, 
(The statement in [3] is not exactly the same as Lemma l, but is essentialy the same.) 
Lemma2. Assume n = ]P[~>3, and let ml,mE,m3 be integers such that 
O<~ml,m2,m3 <<.(n + 1)/2 and mt + m2 + m3 = n - 1. Label the points of  P as 
po, P~, p2 . . . . .  pn-1 so that 
/p lPop2 < /P lpOP3 < "'" < LplPoPn-1.  
Then there exist integers il, i2, i3 with 0 <<. il, i2, i3 <<. n - 1 such that 
( l )  i2 - il = ml, i3 - -  i2 ~ m2, il - -  i3 ~ m3 (mod n - 1), and 
(2) /-Pfi+lPOpi2 < lz, /-Pi2+lPOPi3 < 7z, /-Pi3+lPOpi~ < ft. 
Prior to the proof of Lemma 2, we introduce the following notation. 
Definition 2. We fix a vector r. Let l be the halfqine which has p as its starting point 
and goes in the direction of r. For p E P, we let l(p,O) denote the half-line obtained 
by rotating l clockwise about p for angle 0. Further we let P(p, O) denote the set of 
points of P which lie in the right open half-plane determined by l(p,O). 
Proof of Lemma 2. For simplicity, let l(O) --- l(po, O) and P(O) = P(po, O). If 
[P(0)] >~mi holds for each i = 1,2,3 and all 0, then any integers i l, i2,i 3 satisfying (1) 
also satisfy (2). Therefore, we may assume that there exists 01 such that IP(01)[ < ml 
By rotating l(O) slightly (if necessary), we may further assume that l(Ol ) U l(Ol + ~) 
contains no points of P other than P0. Observe that when we rotate l(O) t3 l(O + ~) 
clockwise, the value of [P(0)I changes as follows: when l(O) hits a point in P, ]P(0)[ 
decreases by 1 at that instance; when l(O + rt) hits a point in P, [P(0)[ increases by 
1 immediately after passing the point. It follows from this observation that for any 
angle tp such that ]P(~p)] ~< [P(~0 + ~)], we can find tp' with tp~<tp'~< tp + 2rt such that 
IP(~0')] = IP(tp)l + 1. Consequently, IP(0)l can take any integer between IP(0,)I and 
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[(n + 1)/2J. In particular, there exists 02 such that P(02) = ml. Thus if we let Pi, be 
the vertex in P(02) for which the angle between l(02) and poPi, is the smallest, and 
let i2 - il + ml, /3 =/2 + m2 (mod n - 1), then all the requirements are satisfied. [] 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2. In view of Lemma 1, we may assume 
n~>4 and P0 lies in the interior of conv(P). 
Case 1. G is of Type(C1). As in Section 2, let CI, C2,..., Ck be the components 
of G-  v. Let k' be the maximum integer such that ~ik'=l ICi] <~(n + 1)/2, and divide 
V(G) - {v} into II1,/I2, V3 as follows: 
vl := v(G)u v(G)v . . ,  u v(Q), 
v2 := v(G,+I),  
//'3 := V(Ck,+2) U V(Ck,+3) U. . .  U V(Ck) 
(I/"3 may be empty). In view of Lemma 1, it suffices to find a partition of P - {P0} 
into three subsets PI,Pz,P3 such that IPi] = IVi[ for each i and any two of the 
conv(Pi tO {P0}) intersect only at P0. Take pl E P - {P0} and let P2 . . . . .  p , - i  be as 
in Lemma 2. Since I V/I ~< (n + 1 )/2 for each i, we can apply Lemma 2 with mi = I Vii. 
Let il, iz, i3 be as in the conclusion of Lemma 2, and let 
P1 := {Pi,+I, Pi,+2 ..... Piz}, 
P2 := {Pi2+I, Pi2+2,.-., P6 ), 
P3 :-- {Pi3+I, Pi3+2,. •., Pil }. 
Then P1, P2, P3 clearly satisfy the required conditions. 
Case 2. G is of Type(C2) or Type(C4). If G is of Type(C4), let Wl = V1 U {x}, 
W2 = V2, W3 = V3U{y}; i fG is of Type(C2), let W/-- V/for each i. Then by virtue of 
Lemma 1, whether G is of Type(C2) or Type(C4), it suffices to find two points ql,q2 E 
P - {po} and a partition of P - {Po, ql,q2} into three subsets PI,P2,P3 such that 
(1) Apoqiq2 contains no points of P in its interior, 
(2) IPil = I~1 for each i=  1,2,3, and 
{ conv(el U {P0,ql}) fq conv(P2U {ql,q2}) = {ql}, 
(3) conv(PzU {ql,q2}) A cony(P3 U {q2,Po}) = {q2), 
conv(P3 U {P2, P0}) fq conv(Pl U {Po, ql}) = {P0}. 
The existence of such a partition follows from Lemma 3, which appears immediately 
after the following definition. 
Definition 3. For p, q, r E P, let H(p; q, r) (resp. He(p; q, r)) denote the open half-plane 
determined by the line qr which contains p (resp. which does not contain p). Then let 
P,(p; q, r) := P N He(p; q, r) fq H(q; p, r) n H(r; p, q), 
P#(p; q,r) := P N HC(p; q,r), 
~(p;q,r) := [P~(p;q,r)[, 
fl(p;q,r) := IP~(p;q,r)[. 
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Lemma 3. Suppose n = [P[~>3 and mrl,m~,m~ are integers such that O<~m~, 
r r ! mt3 <~(n -1 ) /2 ,  O<~m~ <~(n- 3)/2 and m I +m 2+m 3 = n -  3. Let po be a point 
of  P. Then there exist ql,q2 C P such that Apoqlq2 contains no points of  P in its 
interior, and 
~(q2; PO, ql ) <--.mr1 <~ fl(q2; po, ql ), 
~(Po; ql, q2) ~<m~ < fl(Po; ql,q2), 
ot(ql ; q2, Po ) <~ m~ <<. fl(ql; q2, Po). 
To prove Lemma 3, we need the following refinement of Lemma 2. 
Claim 1. Let n,P, po, pl . . . . .  Pn-1 be as in Lemma 2, and mtl,mt2,m~ be as in 
Lemma 3. Then there exist inteoers j l , j2, j3 with 1 <-jl,j2,j3 <<.n - 1 such that 
(1) Lpj~+lpoPj: < ~, /PAPoPj3 < ~, /Pj3POPjt < 1~, and 
(2) j2 - j l  - 1 = mtl, j3 - j2 - 1 = m~2, j l  - j3 =~ m~ (mod n - 1). 
Proof. By assumption, we can apply Lemma 2 with ml = m],m2 = m~2 + 2, 
m 3 = m~. Let il,i2,i3 be as in the conclusion of Lemma 2. Now if LPi,+lPoPi2+l < rt 
and /Pi3Popi~ < ~, then (1) and (2) hold with jl -- il,j2 = iz + 1,j3 = i3. Thus, 
by symmetry, we may assume /Pi,+lPoPi2+l is larger than it. Then there exists 01 
satisfying [P(01)] < m]. (Here P(O) is as in the proof of Lemma 2.) Hence, as in 
the the proof of Lemma 2, there exist 02,03 with 01 ~<02 < 03 < 01 + 2n such that 
IP(02)[ = mtl, [P(03)] = m~ + 1 and P(O2)CP(03). Therefore, we can find 04 with 
02 ~<04 ~< 03 such that [P(04)I = m~ and l(04 + ~) contains a point of P other than Po. 
Let pj (j ~ 0) be the point of P on l(04 q- ~). Now if we let 
j2----j, j l  = j2 -mr l -  1, j3 = j2+m~+l  (mod n -  1), 
then (1) and (2) hold. [] 
We now prove Lemma 3, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Take Pl E P -  {Po}, and let P2 .. . . .  Pn-1 be as in Lemma 2, 
and j l , j2, j3 be as in the conclusion of Claim 1. By (1) in Claim 1, there exists a 
line I passing through Po, between Pj2 and PJ3, and between pjt and pj,+l. We may 
assume that 1 passes through no points of P other than Po. Let s, t be the integers with 
j2 <~s < t ~<j3 such that the line segment ~ has the nearest intersection point with 
l from Po among all line segments determined by two points in {Pj2,Pj2+I . . . . .  Pj3}. 
Now if we let ql = P~,q2 = Pt, then it is easy to see that 
Pa(q2; Po, ql ) C { pj, +l, Pj1+2 . . . . .  pj~-L } C P#(q2; po,ql ), 
Pa(Po; ql,q2) c {pj2, Pj2+l . . . . .  Pj3} - {ql, q2} C P~(Po; qbq2), 
P~(ql; q2, P0 ) C { P J3 +1, P j3+2 . . . . .  p j, } C PB(ql; q2, P0), 
which immediately implies that ql,q2 satisfy the required conditions. [] 
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4. Conjectures 
We conjecture that the necessary condition stated in Theorem 1 gives at the same 
time a sufficient condition, i.e., conjecture as follows. 
Conjecture I. A graph G with a specified vertex v has Property ( , )  iff G is of 
Type(C1), (C2), (C3), (C4) or (C5). 
Now for p ¢ P, the minimum value of ]P(p,O)] where 0~<0 < 2n is said to be the 
depth of p. As for Type(C3) or (C5), the following statement, if true, will settle the 
case where P0 is sufficiently 'deep'. 
Conjecture 2. Suppose n -- IPI~>4 and ml,m2,m3 are integers such that 0~<m,~< 
m2 ~<m3 ~<(n - 3)/2 and ml + m2 + m3 = n - 4, and suppose p is a point of P whose 
depth is greater than or equal to m3 + 1. Then there exist ql,q2,q3 E P such that 
Aqlq2q3 contains p but no other points of P in its interior, and 
ot(ql;q2,q3) <~ml <~ fl(ql;q2,q3), 
g(q2; q3, q l ) ~< m2 ~< fl(q2; q3, q l ), 
ot(q3;ql,q2) <~m3 <~ fl(q3;ql,q2). 
We can prove a weaker version of this conjecture [5], in which the right-hand 
side of the inequalities are ignored, but the complete solution of the conjecture seems 
to be much more difficult. The statements of Lemma 3 and Conjecture 2 can be 
naturally generalized to statements for higher dimensions. A three-dimensional version 
is discussed in [6]. 
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